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RSA: also publish big exponent ;
use primes allowing th roots.
Rabin: always use exponent 2;
use primes in 3 + 4Z.
Williams: 3 + 8Z and 7 + 8Z.
Many subsequent variants;
e.g., “RSA” using exponent 3,
and “RSA” using exponent 65537.
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Brute-force key generation:
generate by the old method;
if ( ) = 1, try again.
Conjecturally this takes
almost exactly 2 tries on average;
confirmed by experiment.
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Protocol violations
One user generates
Second user sees (
and generates 2 .

One solution is to
generate 1 1 1 publicly
from digits of :
10th, 20th, 30th, etc.
Not random, but conjecturally safe.
Variant: 1 without 1 1 .
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Security of 2 was proven
assuming uniform random

1.

What if first user cheats,
and doesn’t generate
uniform random 1 ?
Recall half-special NFS:
can construct rare values
allowing easier factorization.

Another solution is to
generate 1 1 1 publicly
from SHA-256 output.
Another solution is to
generate 1 1 1 publicly
from 1955 RAND tables.

